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Within every pocket of the
internet, exists an unknown,

but massive network of
people. With no leader, but
millions fighting for the

cause, these heros create the
most impactful art of our
time. I'm talking of course,

about memes. and the legends
who create them, meme lords.  



Through thick and thin, meme
lords tirelessly edit text
over pictures. the work is

grueling and can sometimes
take up to 15 minutes to finish
just 1 meme.  But despite this
labor, memes credit is stolen

by large instagram pages, and
meme lords are left with

nothing. 



Without fail, the evil meme-theifs
of instagram exploit our great
meme lords. while these rober

barons bath in advertisement and
partnership money, our heroes are

penniless. Even with the use of
water marks, meme-theives edit

them out and sinfully take credit.
Alas, we cannot sit idly by as our
great comrades slave away to

these dictators! The time for
revolution is now!



In the depths of anguish came an
epiphany. The blockchain

revolution could be used to
supercharge a redistribution of

power. What once was considered
a pipe dream to a simple meme lord,
could now be realized. All of the

artistry could be preserved. all of
exploitation could be vanquished.
All of the dozens of minutes of

agonizing meme building need not be
in vain!



The idea was simple. A utopian
kingdom built by meme lords, for
meme lords. Using the powers of
blockchain, memelord.io could
authenticate every meme and

forever mark the original
creator as such. Fellow meme
lords could build off of each

others memes, with credit being
preserved in the metadata to the

original meme lord.  



But the most momentous idea was
something long overdue: a meme lords'
right to the sweat off his brow. For

the first time in glorious meme-
history, a meme lord could sell their
meme. The blood sweat and tears, the

profound labor, The emotional
triumph a meme lord must endure to
create such impactful art, could

finally be compensated for. 



At the heart of the meme revolution
is memelord.io's commitment to the

cause. Its founding members'
convictions could not be corrupted.

While other NFT platforms indulged in
laughable endeavors such as
collectables and digital art,

memelord.io concentrated on the only
truely valuble assets in the universe:

dank memes.  



And in its triumph came a rich culture.
Its comrades began their journey as
simple meme rats, and rose the ranks
through dedication and perseverance
to achieve the fabled status of meme
lord. Fellow comrades nourished great

debates and conversations in the
storied comment sections. Unknown

memes climbed to top of the
memelord.io library through likes and

shares. 



What ensued was a renaissance.
Glorious dank memes sold for

millions of dollars. Surreal memes
made the world question life itself

as scholars pondered their meanings.
But most importantly, a new

generation of meme lords emerged to
guide us all into true expression.

Because behind the jokes and stupid
pictures, are millions of people doing

their part for a culture. 


